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Introduction
Exception facilities in Java allow the programmer to define, throw and catch exceptional conditions. Java distinguishes between checked and unchecked exceptions. Unchecked exceptions are exempt from the requirement of being declared. Java compiler checks whether checked exceptions are caught or declared, so checked exception must be declared if they are not caught.
Because unhandled exceptions will abort the program's execution, it is important to make sure at compile-time that the input program will have no (checked) exceptions which are uncaught at run-time. There have been several uncaught exception analyses, that estimate uncaught exceptions [10, 24, 1, 18] .
However, they estimate uncaught exceptions only by their names, so that they cannot provide information on the propagation paths of thrown exceptions, which is necessary to construct interprocedural control flow graph [20] , visualize exception propagation, and slice exception-related parts of programs.
In this paper, we first present a static analysis to safely approximate propagation paths of thrown exceptions and then present a visualization tool to show exception propagation paths.
We design an exception propagation analysis based on set-based framework [12] . We first design setconstraint construction rules to safely approximate propagation paths of thrown exceptions. We then design constraint solving rules. We compute the solution of the constraints in finite time by applying the solving rules.
Our visualization tool displays exception propagation information using the static analysis information. If users select a method, the visualization tool first displays all uncaught exceptions from that method. If one of the uncaught exceptions is selected, its exception propagation paths are visualized. This visualization tool can guide programmers to detect uncaught exceptions, handle exceptions more specifically and declare exceptions more exactly. Moreover, this information The next section describes preliminaries including the core of Java, on which our presentation is based. Section 3 describes the exception propagation analysis. Section 4 describes implementation of the exception propagation analysis and visualization tool. Section 5 discusses related works and Section 6 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries
For presentation brevity of our static analysis, we consider an imaginary core of Java with its exception constructs [24] . Its abstract syntax is in Figure 1 . A program is a sequence of class definitions. Class bodies consist of field variable declarations and method definitions. A method definition consists of the method name, its parameter, and its body expression. Every expression's result is an object. An assignment expression returns the object of its righthand side expression. A sequence expression returns the object of the last expression in the sequence. A method call returns the object from the method body. The try expression try e 0 catch (c x) e 1 evaluates e 0 first. If the expression returns a normal object then this object is the result of the try expression. If an exception is thrown from e 0 and its class is covered by c then the handler expression e 1 is evaluated with the exception object bound to x. If the thrown exception is not covered by class c then the thrown exception continues to propagate back along the evaluation chain until it meets another handler. Multiple handlers for a single expression e 0 can be expressed by a nested try expression:
The exception object e 0 is thrown by throw e 0 . The programmers have to declare in a method definition any exception class whose exceptions may escape from its body.
Like normal objects, exceptions can be defined by classes, instantiated, assigned to variables, passed as parameters, etc. Exception facilities in Java allow the programmer to define, throw and catch exceptional conditions.
The formal semantics of Java was proposed in [7] with exception throwing, propagation and handling taken into consideration.
Let's consider a simple example in Java which shows exception propagation. The thrown exception E1 from the method m2 is propagated through m2 and m1, and caught by the try-catch in the main method. The exception E2 may be thrown from the method m3. If it is thrown, then it is propagated until the main method and not caught. The method m3 also has a recursive call to itself, so that the thrown exception E2 may propagated back through the recursive calls.
Exception Propagation Analysis
Our analysis is based on the set-based framework [12] . Set-based analysis consists of two phases: collecting set constraints and solving them. The first phase constructs set-constraints by the construction rules, that describe the data flows between the expressions of the analyzed program. The second phase finds the sets of values that satisfy the constraints. A solution is a table or mapping from set variables in the constraints to the finite descriptions of such sets of values.
We shall first describe the notion of set constraints and then present a constraint system that estimates traces of thrown exceptions from every expression of the input program.
Set Constraints
Each set constraint is of the form X ⊇ se where X is a set variable and se is a set expression. The meaning of a set constraint X ⊇ se is intuitive: set X contains the set represented by set expression se. Multiple constraints are conjunctions. We write C for such conjunctive set of constraints.
In case of our analysis, the set expression is of this form:
The thrown exception from a throw expression labeled with is represented by c , where c is the name or class of the exception and l is the location or label of the throw expression. We call c the unique identifier of the thrown exception in this paper. The set expression se − {c 1 , ..., c n } is for catching exceptions. The set expression se · records exception propagation paths by appending a label to se.
The semantics of set expressions naturally follows from their corresponding language constructs. The formal semantics of set expressions is defined by an interpretation I that maps from set expressions to sets of values in
where Exception = ExnN ame × Label where ExnN ame is the set of exception names, and T race = Label * . A trace τ ∈ T race is a sequence of labels in Label, which is an exception propagation path. For
Collected constraints for a program guarantee the existence of its least solution (model) because every operator is monotonic (in terms of set-inclusion) and each constraint's left-hand-side is a single variable [12] . We write lm(C) for the least model of a collection C of constraints.
Set-constraint Construction
For simple presentation, our analysis traces exception propagation paths by recording the labels of just exception-related constructs such as throw, try-catch, and method declarations. We assume this kind of expressions e has a label , denoted by : e. If more detailed trace information is necessary, it is possible to record other expressions such as method calls and try-blocks. Figure 3 has the rules to generate set-constraints for every expression. For our analysis, every expression e of the program has a constraint: X e ⊇ se. The X e is a set-variable for collecting the propagation paths of thrown exceptions inside e. The subscript e of X e denotes the current expression to which the rule applies. The relation "e ✄ C" is read "constraints C are generated from expression e. " We assume that class information class(e) is already available for every expression e in the analysis. There are several choices for obtaining class information. First, we can approximate it using type information [6, 15, 7] . Second, we can utilize information from class analysis [5, 16] , which estimates for each expression e the classes (including exception classes) that the expression e's object belongs to.
Consider the rule for the throw expression with a label :
It throws an exception e 1 , which is represented by c , where c = class(e 1 ) is the name or class of the exception and l is the label of the throw statement, an origin of the exception. Prior to the throwing, it can have uncaught exceptions from sub-expressions inside e 1 too. Consider the rule for the try expression with a label :
Thrown exceptions from e 0 can be caught by x 1 only when their classes are covered by c 1 . After this catching, exceptions can also be thrown during the handling inside e 1 . Uncaught exceptions from this expression are followed by the label to record the exception propagation path. Hence, X e ⊇ ((X e0 − {c 1 } * ) ∪ X e1 ) · , where {c} * represents all the descendant classes of a class c including itself.
Consider the rule for the method call:
Uncaught exceptions from the call expression first include those from the subexpressions e 1 and e 2 : X e ⊇ X e1 ∪ X e2 . The method m(x) = e m is the one defined inside the classes c ∈ class(e 1 ) of e 1 's objects. 
Figure 5. Rules S for solving set constraints
Uncaught exceptions from the this method m include those from the method body e m , which are followed by the label to record exception propagation path.
We can construct the set-constrains in Figure 4 by applying the construction rules to the example program in Figure 2 . After identifying the set-constraints, we use the statements with some simplification instead of labels for better understanding.
Solving the set-constraints
We first design naive constraint solving rules S. We can compute the possibly infinite solution lm S (C) of the constraints C by applying the naive solving rules S. This solution can be infinite due to recursive calls in the input program.
The naive solving phase closes the initial constraint set C under the rules S in Figure 5 . Intuitively, the rules propagate values along all the possible data flow paths in the program. Each propagation rule decomposes compound set constraints into smaller ones, which approximates the steps of the value flows between expressions.
Consider the rule for tracing exception propagation path : 
Figure 3. Set-constraint construction rules
This rule simulates the propagation path of the thrown exception by appending the label to the exception trace τ in X 1 . Other rules are similarly straightforward from the semantics of corresponding set expressions.
We can compute the solution lm S (C) of setconstraints C by applying the rules S in Figure 3 . We can sketch the soundness of the solution as follows:
Theorem 1 Let P be a program and C be the setconstraints constructed by the rules in Figure 3. Every exception trace of P is included in the solution lm S (C).
We can compute the infinite solution for the setconstraints C in Figure 4 by applying the rule S. Possible solutions are the following:
...
}
The solution can be infinite in case there are recursive methods, which contain uncaught exception(s).We need to find a finite representation for the possibly infinite solution.
So, we design the new solving rules S for finite solution by modifying the exception propagation rule in S. The main idea is to represent an exception propaga-tion path, that is a trace, by the edges constituting the path and the unique identifer of the thrown exception. They are finite because the number of exception names and labels is finite.
To do this, at every step of exception propagation, we record the last two labels (that is an edge) together with the unique identifer of the thrown exception. We modify the rule for tracing exception propagation as follows :
This rule simulates the propagation of thrown exceptions, by recording the last two labels together with the thrown exception's unique identifier c . Because this is done at every step of exception propagation, the dropped information has already been included into the solution together with the unique identifier c .
In the following, S denotes the solving rules S with the propagation rule being replaced by the new one. Our analysis computes the least model lm S (C) of setconstraints C by applying the new solving rules S . We can compute the solution for the set-constraints C in Figure 4 by applying the new rule S . Possible solutions are as follows:
We can see exception propagation paths by defining the exception propagation graph of the solution lm S (C).
Definition 1 Let C be the set-constraints constructed for a program P . Exception propagation graph of the solution lm S (C) is defined to be a graph V, E where V is the set of labels in P and E = { 1 → c 2 | c , 1 2 ∈ lm S (C)(X ) for a set variable X in C} where 1 → c 2 denotes an edge from 1 to 2 labeled with c . ✷ We can easily draw the exception propagation graph for the finite solution by making the following labeled edges : 
Implementation
We first implemented the exception propagation analysis and then a tool to visualize exception propagation paths using the static analysis information.
We take the followings into consideration in the implementation :
1. Even if we present our analysis for a core Java in Figure 1 , we considered the full Java in the implementation, which includes object-allocations, explicit constructor calls, interfaces, abstract methods, and nested classes.
2. We considered checked exceptions only, because including unchecked exceptions can generate too 3. Java programs use libraries, which may have no source code. In case no source code is available, our analyzer also depends on the throws declarations as in JDK compiler.
As in Figure 6 , our system consists of five subsystems:
1. set-constrains construction, which constructs setconstraints for a Java input program 2. constraint solving, which solves the set-constraints 3. graph construction, which constructs exception propagation graphs from the solution 4. path construction, which constructs propagation paths for a thrown exception, and 5. visualization, which visualizes exception propagation paths.
Our exception propagation analysis is implemented in Java on top of Barat framework [26] , which is a front-end for a Java compiler. Barat builds an abstract syntax tree for an input Java program and enriches it with type and name analysis information. It also provides interfaces for traversing abstract syntax trees, based on visitor design pattern in [9] .
The implementation of our analysis consists of two passes. The first pass sets up set-constraints by traversing the input Java program. The first pass is implemented by writing visitors so as to construct setconstraints. In constructing set-constraints, we need a naming convention for the indices of set variables. Instead of simply naming by number, for example X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n , we use source code information such as package name, class name, method name, and try- Our system then constructs the set of edges constituting the exception propagation graph from the solution of the static analysis.
Our visualization tool displays exception propagation paths using the exception propagation graph. We have implemented our visualization tool on top of Jipe [27] , which is an open source IDE for Java. If users select a method name, the visualization tool first displays all uncaught exceptions of the method, using the static analysis information. If users selects one of the uncaught exceptions, its propagation path from the origin to the selected method is constructed by following the edges in the exception propagation graph. The exception propagation path is used to visualize exception propagation. Figure 7 shows the source program and the menu called Exception Browser to start our exception visualization tool.
As shown in Figure 8 , when users select the method getStatement, it first displays its all uncaught exceptions. When users select the uncaught exception EmptyException, it then displays the exception propagation path of that exception, which originates from the line 81, passes through the methods checkEmpty and getWord and arrive to the selected method getStatement.
Our visualization system can also show exception propagation paths starting from a selected method , through which a selected uncaught exception from the selected method will pass.
Related works
Ryder and colleagues [19] and Sinha and Harrold [20] conducted a study of the usage patterns of exception-handling constructs in Java programs. Their study offers an evidence to support our belief that exception-handling constructs are used frequently in Java programs and more accurate exception flow information is necessary.
There are several research directions for exception constructs. The first one is modeling program execution, which includes constructing CFG with normal and exceptional control flows, and using the representation to perform various types of analysis. The second one is enabling a developer to make better use of the exception mechanism, which includes analysis of uncaught exceptions, analysis of exception flow to facilitate understanding of the exception behavior.
Choi and colleagues [3] construct intraprocedural control-flow representation called the factored controlflow graph (FCFG) for exception-handling constructs, and use the representation to perform data-flow analyses. Sinha and Harold [20] discuss the effects of exception-handling constructs on several analyses such as control-flow, data-flow, and control dependence analysis. They present techniques to construct representations for programs with checked exception and exception-handling constructs. Chatterjee and Ryder [2] describe an approach to performing points-to analysis that incorporates exceptional control flow. They also provide an algorithm for computing definition-use pairs that arise because of exception variables, and along exceptional control-flow paths.
In Java [10] , the JDK compiler ensures, by an intraprocedural analysis, that clients of a method either handle the exceptions declared by that method, or explicitly redeclare them.
Robillard and Murphy [18] have developed Jex: a tool for analyzing uncaught exceptions in Java. They describe a tool that extracts the uncaught exceptions in a Java program, and generates views of the exception structure.
In our previous work [24, 1] , we proposed interprocedural exception analysis that estimates uncaught exceptions independently of programmers's specified exceptions. We compared our analysis with JDK-style analysis by experiments on large realistic Java programs, and have shown that our analysis is able to detect uncaught exceptions, unnecessary catch and throws clauses effectively. Our current work differs from our previous works in that the previous works focus on estimating uncaught exceptions rather than on providing information on the propagation paths of thrown exceptions.
Several exception analyses have been introduced for ML based on abstract interpretation and set-constraint framework [25] . Fähndrich and Aiken [8] have applied their BANE toolkit to the analysis of uncaught exceptions in SML. Their system is based on equality constraints to keep track of exception values. Fessaux and Leroy designed an exception analysis for OCaml based on type and effect systems, and provides good performance for real OCaml programs [17] .
Our analysis can estimate exception propagation paths, while others estimate a set of uncaught exceptions rather than propagation paths. Moreover, our system can visualize exception propagation paths.
Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we have presented a static analysis to estimate exception propagation paths. Second we show how this analysis information can be applied to visualizing exception propagation paths. Our system can guide programmers to detect uncaught exceptions, handle exceptions more specifically and declare exceptions more exactly. It can also guide programmers to put exception handlers at appropriate places by tracing exception propagation paths.
The current system can trace exception propagation paths by recording the labels of just exception-related constructs such as throw , try-catch, and method declarations. If more detailed propagation information is needed, we can extend the exception propagation analysis so as to incorporate labels of other expressions such as method calls and try-blocks.
The static analysis information can also be applied to other applications such as constructing exceptioninduced control flow graph [20] and slicing exceptionrelated parts of programs.
